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group of people looked back stupidly, their faces still full of fear, for fear that Han Sanqian would be 

unhappy, and suddenly changed their minds. 

At this time, all of them were trembling and cautious. 

Han Sanqian smiled: “Tell everyone that starting from today, the Demon Race will no longer have the 

Devil Cloud Ghost City, and when they are released, you will disappear immediately, otherwise, I will see 

once and kill once.” 

After listening to the group of people, they were stunned. Generally, when the old emperor died, the 

new king would stand. It is strange that Han Sanqian asked them to let those slaves go, but how can he 

even think that now he even wants the entire Devil Cloud Ghost City? Disbanded. 

However, if you think about it carefully, a bunch of people seem to be able to figure it out. 

Regardless of whether the Seventh Princess is going out for public or private affairs, she has clearly 

favored Han Sanqian. Naturally, his future is boundless, so it is not surprising to look down on the 

bullshit place of Devil Cloud Ghost City. 

In addition, Han Sanqian looked like an upright person, and it was normal for him to be jealous. 

“We understand. Let’s do things here.” All the people nodded obediently. 

However, after not taking a few steps, Han Sanqian made a noise again. 

“Wait.” A 

group of people looked at each other strangely, and stopped to look at Han Sanqian again: “What 

else can I order ?” “You can divide these things.” When the words fell, Han Sanqian moved his hands. 

Piles of gold and silver jewels are directly piled up in front of everyone like a hill. 

“Hero, this…” 

“Grandpa, what are you doing?” 

A group of people headed by Hongluan looked at Han Sanqian puzzledly. Even with so many jewels, no 

one dared to take another look. , Let alone reach out for it. 

“I know your xinxing. It is almost impossible for you to put down your butcher knife for a while and live a 

normal life. It is also forcing you to commit suicide. You accept these things and live your life peacefully 

in the future.” 

“As for the property left by the ghosts in the city, distribute it to the civilians in the four districts. 

Remember, these things will be enough for you people to eat, drink and play for several years. If I find 

out that you dare to embezzle treasures that you don’t deserve. , I will never show mercy.” When the 

words fell, Han Sanqian waved his hand: “Go down.” 

“Yes.” A 



group of people did not dare to neglect, Hong Luan sent a few people to quickly collect the jewels on the 

ground. He led a group of people into five teams and dispersed in all directions. 

The four teams are naturally responsible for releasing people, while the first team is responsible for 

collecting the leftover property of Luo Guizun. 

“Papa.” A 

few applause sounded, the seventh princess walked over slowly, and laughed: “It is said that one city is 

worth one city, and the citizens can’t say much, even the resources in the city are abundant. Own.” 

“Young Master Han is good, not only doesn’t need a penny, but he also gives generously. This kind of 

mind is really admirable.” After the 

seventh princess said, she also stood next to Han Sanqian. 

“Money is nothing but things outside of the body. You can bring it or not take it away when you die. It’s 

enough to use it. As for the extra money that can help people, it is best. You can’t keep it for people and 

won’t give birth.” Han Sanqian smiled. 

“Life is nothing but wealth, power, and sex.” The seventh princess continued: “The son doesn’t like 

wealth, so what do you like?” 

“If you have to choose, please.” Han Sanqian said sternly. 

Obviously, the color in Han Sanqian’s mouth refers to Su Yingxia. 

The seventh princess smiled softly without saying much: “By the way, I haven’t officially introduced it 

yet. My name is Pei Lin’er.” 

Han Sanqian was taken aback for a while: “You are from the Pei family, what is the so-called “Yang Lu” 

clan?” 

In the previous conversations, he was too far away, only knowing that everyone was a seventh princess, 

thinking that she was a lady of the family, or a child of the demon clan, but he never thought that it was 

actually from the Pei family. 

Now, Han Sanqian suddenly understood why Ghost Zun was still squeezing with himself before, as if he 

wanted to find revenge for himself, but he has not tried his best, but in a blink of an eye, this guy 

suddenly assembles soldiers to suppress the realm, insisting to cause himself. To death. 

I thought that this guy was irritated into anger, but it seemed that it was not so, but it was only because 

someone suddenly supported him behind him. 

“According to the gambling agreement, you are the winner, and I am the loser, so according to the 

gambling agreement…” 

Just halfway through the words of Princess Seven, at this time, Han Sanqian suddenly smiled: “Since I am 

the winner. , Then how about we change the bet?” 

“Change the bet? What does this mean? What bet do you want to change?” 
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Seven Princess was a little surprised. 

However, thinking about it carefully, it is so difficult to win, and many people use a sentence of nine 

deaths to describe it. 

“Boy, since the gambling agreement has been set, the promise has been reached, how can it be changed 

so arbitrarily?” The entourage remained vigilant about this, and said coldly and dissatisfied. 

After all, the Seventh Princess is the body of the Seventh Princess. Not only is the status noble, but the 

most important thing is that the Seventh Princess is also good-looking, and how many people covet it. 

At this moment, this kid wants to change his gambling temporarily. Everyone is a man, don’t you know 

which worms are drilling in his intestines? 

Han three thousand smile, said: “I know that can not change, so this is not a thing to discuss with you, 

and if you agree, that nature can be changed, if you do not agree, then in accordance with the 

previously bet you can.” 

“Well , I don’t know what fox’s tail you want to show off?” The entourage was very disdainful of this: 

“It’s just that, young people, I want to persuade you that people must understand contentment. Only 

contentment will be happy and excessive thinking. If you want something that is not marginal, it is just a 

dream. Once you wake up from a dream, not only will everything become soaked, but you may even 

suffer from gains and losses, and you will be extremely painful.” In a 

word, although the words are very light, they are always deep. Remind the other party not to cross the 

line. 

Han Sanqian is so clever, he knew what the servant meant, but he smiled: “You are persuading me, 

don’t take advantage of winning the bet. What do you think of the 

seventh princess ?” “The seventh princess is a woman. , But since childhood, Bingxue is smart, kind-

hearted, and very fond of talents, so when I saw you fighting against the tens of thousands, I couldn’t 

help feeling pity for you, but I also had the courage when I saw you. You are killed. You are grateful for 

Dade, thinking too much is not good for you.” The man continued in a cold voice. 

Han Sanqian nodded and smiled to show that he understood, but when the person’s eyes finally eased, 

Han Sanqian still opened his mouth: “However, even if you say it is so scary, I still have to hold on to it. , 

How about changing the gambling contract under discussion?” 

“You shameless boy, I…” the man immediately said angrily, but he was only halfway through the 

conversation, but was stopped by the seventh princess. 

The man was unwilling, and whispered in the ears of Princess Seven: “Princess Seven, this person is just 

taking the opportunity to play some rascals, Hugh should pay attention to him, otherwise he will push 

his nose and face.” 

“You don’t have to say more.” Princess Seven said. Then, he calmly blocked the man’s mouth, and then 

looked back at Han Sanqian: “Do you want to change the bet? Okay, I promise you.” 



Seeing the entourage next to Princess Seven, his angry face was almost blue at this time. Han Sanqian 

smiled: “Hehe, the bet is very simple, naturally…” After that, Han Sanqian kept getting closer to the 

seventh princess, and the appearance was obviously similar to what the person thought. 

That guy’s angry face was almost green, but the seventh princess was very indifferent. When Han 

Sanqian got closer, her heartbeat did speed up a lot, but soon, she discovered that Han Sanqian was 

facing herself. Approaching, but his eyes never saw her even once, instead he kept staring at the 

entourage beside him. 

Suddenly, not only did she relax, she also shook her head and smiled bitterly. It was obvious that she 

knew Han Sanqian’s intentions. 

Just when the entourage had already pulled out a three-bedroom and one hall with his thumb on the 

sole of his shoe, Han Sanqian suddenly withdrew his body. There was no joking on his face, but he was 

abnormally correct, saying: “No need. So nervous, my request is very simple. It seems easier for you to 

be on the basis of gambling.” 

“You can’t 

suffer .” “Will you be so kind?” Hearing Han Sanqian’s words, that person suddenly Not channel. 

Han Sanqian was lazy to take care of this stuff, knowing that the master is Princess Seven, just looked at 

her, and said, “Princess Seven, what do 

you think ?” Princess Seven smiled, without the trouble and concern of that person, and nodded: ” Since 

the son said that this change will only benefit me, but there is no harm, so what reason do I have to 

refuse?” 

” My son, please say.” 

Han Sanqian nodded: “The changed gambling appointment is very clear. I can’t die, so your escort is not 

necessary. Let’s stop here, go our own way, don’t bother me.” The 

words fell, Han Sanqian He glanced at the man with a smile, and then turned and walked away, leaving 

only a stunned group of people… 

“He… what did he just say?” 

 


